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bud@hemip.nhm.uga.edu

Campus Address: River Basin Center, Rm. 104

OVERVIEW
PROJECT VISION
The vision of this project is to create an all-in-one fish-finding and identifying mobile application for the
state of Georgia—the first of its kind. The app will focus solely on fish that can be found in Georgia. It will
also be comprehensive enough to satisfy experienced fishermen and accessible enough to reach casual
outdoorsmen. The benefit of this app is having a centralized database of resources to enhance people’s
outdoor experience.

TEAM CULTURE
In our positive team culture, each of us are in di�erent majors, possess di�erent strengths, and come from
di�erent backgrounds. Some of us have computer software experience, some are knowledgeable about
public relations and management, and some have strong presentation and public speaking skills. As a team,
we will produce our own work using honesty, integrity, and original thought.
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3GOALS AND CHALLENGES
MAIN GOALS
The main goals are intended to provide a satisfying experience for the user. Primarily, our goal is to develop
a user-friendly app that will be used to identify fish commonly found in Georgia. Additionally, it will provide
educational resources such as detailed facts, high-quality images, and interactive maps of Georgia’s
waterways. The app will be developed in xCode/Swift to optimize the mobile functionality of the
application. We will also ensure editing capability on the backend to allow the Georgia Museum of Natural
History to easily change and update the app as needed.

REACH GOALS
Our reach goals are centered around improving the user experience beyond our main goals. For example, we
would develop a feature that would allow the user to scan any fish they caught and the app would
automatically generate key information, facts and data about that fish. The benefit of this would be to
reduce the amount of search time and clicks within the app to find the information a user may desire. A
secondary reach goal is to develop a virtual, social community within the app that would allow users to
share pictures of fish and fishing locations, advice on where to find certain fish and tips on how to best go
about catching those fish. To ensure safety and accuracy, the members of the social community will be
verified users of the app.

SAFETY GOALS
Our safety goals will supplement the main goals of our project. For example, our basic goal is to create a database of
all the fish that can be found in Georgia and include images, information, and data about each fish. We would include
a search functionality and a feature that would allow the user to “save” or “favorite” fish that they want to return to.

POTENTIAL CHALLENGES
Some potential challenges we foresee primarily impact the development of this app beyond our involvement. For
example, it may be di�cult for someone to edit and/or update the application if they do not possess prior knowledge
of xCode or programming with Swift. The lack of further development beyond our involvement would severely impact
the experience and benefit provided to a user. Secondly, we are concerned with eliminating any accuracy issues that
may arise when identifying fish and waterways.
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TIMELINE
CHECKPOINT 1 – DUE 09/16

Presentation: Andreas & Erin
Alpha: Andreas
Exploratory Research: Erin & Kate
Project Plan: Ana
PR/FAQ: Merryn

CHECKPOINT 2 – DUE 10/05
Presentation: Andreas & Erin
Beta: Andreas
User Research: Erin & Kate
UX Plan: Ana, Kate & Merryn

CHECKPOINT 3 – DUE 10/28
Presentation: Andreas & Erin
1.0: Andreas
Visual Design Document: Ana, Erin, & Kate
Website Beta: Merryn

CHECKPOINT 4 – DUE 11/18
Stage Presentation Beta: Andreas & Erin
1.1: Ana & Andreas
Launch/Social Deliverables: Erin & Merryn

FINAL DELIVERABLES – DUE 12/02
Operational Project: Andreas
One-Pager + Poster: Ana
Project Trailer: Kate
Stage Presentations: Andreas & Erin
Booth Presentations: Merryn

SLAM on Saturday, December 11, 2021!
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